
Every comedic script uses comedic devices. A single scene will contain 
multiple comedic devices. 

Use this list of comedic devices to identify where and how the writer is 
expressing the comedy in your audition scenes. Then use your discoveries to 
inform your acting choices!

Gaffe – An act or remark causing embarrassment by shattering a social 
construct. These are usually embarrassing to the characters (and funny to 
us) because they are done/seen/found out in public.

• Conscious Gaffe – Character is aware they are going to be 
embarrassed but you do it anyway.  

• Unconscious Gaffe- Character isn’t aware of their Gaffe / that it is 
a gaffe.

Opposites - What makes reversals and unexpected moments work. Play 
both with conviction and highlight the opposites to get the biggest laugh.

Social Awkwardness – A moment that draws its humor from one or 
multiple characters being socially uncomfortable. This device revolves 
around anxiety of social interactions (either in general or with one particular 
person). This can come from the fear of being rejected/made fun of, not 
knowing what to say, etc.

Overstatement – Hyperbole. An extreme magnification or exaggeration. It 
blows something completely out of proportion for a distorted effect. Happens 
often when a character puts huge value on something that, to us, seems 
trivial.

Understatement – Making something seem much less than what it is. An 
under-exaggeration.
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Verbal Irony – What is said is the opposite of the meaning.

Situational Irony – What happens is the opposite of what is expected. It’s 
not a coincidence.

Dramatic Irony – A character is unaware of the context in which they are 
speaking. The audience, however, understands the circumstances and 
situation.

Double Take - A character has a delayed reaction to something unexpected 
that forces them to return and confirm. What was seen/heard was so 
expected that it didn’t register right away.

Physical Comedy - A style of comedy that relies on the physical choices to 
sell the joke.

Spit-Take - An act of suddenly spitting out a drink/food in response to 
something funny, surprising, bad tasting, or otherwise unexpected. Tends to 
be sudden and exaggerated.

Pun Or Play On Words - Consists of a deliberate confusion of similar words 
or phrases for humorous effect, whether intentional or unintentional.

Parody – An imitation of another’s work, usually in a humorous way to poke 
fun at the original.

Blunder - A character continuously makes foolish, yet funny, mistakes. Can 
be physical or verbal.
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Button - The last moment in the scene (can be verbal or physical). Sitcom 
scenes always end on a joke/comic note to keep you laughing and coming 
back after commercials.

Repetition - The essential comedic device and is often used in combination 
with other devices to reinforce them. Family guy uses this a lot.

Callback - A statement or theme is recalled as the punchline of a joke or 
close of a scene.
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